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Abstract 

 

There are reviewed possible options of a structure of two-tier stages being basis 

for creation of elevated capacity low pressure (LP) cylinders with two-tier steam 

path. Two tier steam path is created by a number of stages of which the most 

loaded and consequently highly engineered is the last two-tier stage, namely the 

moving blade. That is exactly why this work is focused on search of optimal 

structure of moving blade of the last two-tier stage of the LP cylinders. Based on 

strength and aerodynamics calculations we were able to create a construction of 

fork blade combining high values of stage aerodynamic efficiency in which the 

internal efficiency ratio is 87.6% for upper and 77% for lower tier with respect to 

all losses including turbine exit losses, that allows us to reach LP cylinder 

efficiency ratio of 87.1%; at that the proposed construction provides high 

reliability – strength factor of two-tier last stage rotor blade is over 2.8, that 

reaches the level of present norms. 

 

Keywords: two-tier low pressure cylinder, steam turbine, two-tier stage, “fork” 

blade 

 

 

1 Introduction 
 

Attempts of increase of steam turbine LP cylinders capacity based on 

application of exhaust are made pretty often [2, 3, 6, 10, 17]. It happens after 

opportunities of simple length increase of last stages blades are worked out, it is 

typically connected with strength characteristics that is mostly defined by 

metallurgical achievements. 

First time the two-tier stage was proposed by Bauman in 1917 [1]. The 

proposed construction was represented by a usual turbine stage separated by the 

baffle into two parts. Correspondingly for this stage the blade row of the upper 

tier was a natural continuation of lower blade tier. Operating the stage of 

described construction solved the stated problem – allowed to increase the 

maximum capacity of one-path turbine times 1.5 with the existing at that time 

length of the last stage blade. However Bauman stage did not come into 

widespread acceptance as it had a number of sufficient disadvantages. 

They include the lack of the baffle in the nozzle set, lack of the necessary seal 

between tiers in the impeller, increased losses connected with big blades 

divergence. Design of the upper tier of the reviewed stage was made with no 

respect to peculiarities of supersonic nature of flow. Relative height of two-tier 

blade had small meaning due to big airfoil chords in the upper tier. Experience of 

Bauman stage turbines operation showed relatively low cost efficiency of such LP 

cylinders. 
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Disadvantages peculiar to the two-tier blade of Bauman stages were 

eliminated in the Schellens’s blade [12], the construction design of which is 

presented in Figure 1. Here on disc 1 with the help of root blades of 2 impeller of 

the lower tier are fastened. At the circumference all these blades are connected by 

a thick band shroud ring 5 on which with the help of roots 4 the 3 tier blades are 

fastened and connected with the one band shroud ring.  

 

 
 

Fig. 1: Two-tier blade of Schellens 

 

Thus as distinct from Bauman stage in this case on the bearing disc 1 there are 

located 2 completely independent blade sets not connected with each other from 

the prospective of flow mechanics. In connection with the arrangement of blades 

of the upper tier on the big root diameter losses from the divergence in blade 

passage appear to be close to zero and blades can be not curved radially because 

for upper radius the ratio davg / l ≈ 10. 

However technologically such stage cannot be manufactured even now 

because the sole thick intermediate shroud ring with deep slots is almost 

impossible to connect to the lower tier blades. 

 

This technological difficulty was solved by A. M. Clark in 1921 [4]. The 

essence of it reduces to the fact that Schellens stage is supposed to be created of 

two-tier “fork” blades (Figure 2), where on one airfoil of the lower tier of blades 1 

with the help of roots 5, 4 two blades 6 of the upper tier are fastened.  

The proposed implementation allows us to solve technological issues, but in 

case of long blades (lz >1000 mm) it creates yet insuperable strength issues for 

such construction of blades. 
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Fig. 2: Two-tier blade of Clark 

 

Basically application of spline joint between tiers depicted in Figure 3 is 

possible, where set of blades of the upper tier II is done in the form of 

independent stage in which blades are located between two rings 2 and 3, at that 

the internal ring 3 is made solid with longitudinal slots 4 on the internal surface. 

Longitudinal projections on the integral shroud ring 5 of lower tier I blades 6 are 

aligned with these slots. This construction described more detailed in [19]. 

 

 
 

Fig. 3: Example of two-tier blade with spline joint 
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Therefore in this case the detachable connection of upper and lower tiers is 

implemented. It does not load blades 6 of the lower tier impeller with additional 

centrifugal force but only transfers the torque through the projections on the 

integral shroud ring that is developed by the set of blades of the upper tier 

impeller. Besides, in the radial clearance between tiers there are seals 7 installed 

that are located on the end face of baffle 8 of the nozzle set of the upper tier.  

From the practical prospective after 50-es of the last century the interest to 

two-tier stages almost disappeared as pretty tremendous upgrowth of metallurgy 

allowed to solve the issue of steam flow increase through the last stages of high 

capacity condensing turbine by simple increase of these stages blades length [7, 9, 

10]. For instance if in 1958 maximum length values of steam turbine blades were 

not higher than 765 mm then in 1970 their length reached 1200 mm. At the 

present time the problem of increase of LP cylinders capacity is up to date again 

and many works are devoted to the development of long length and to the solution 

of related aerodynamic and strength issues that are unavoidable. For example in [5, 

8, 9, 11, 14, 18] there are great difficulties in providing strength properties and 

vibration safety. In number of works [13, 15, 16] it is shown that the efficiency 

ratio of stages higher than 1300 mm appears to be significantly small. 

Therefore it is reasonable to get back to reviewing of the two-tier blades idea 

and provided with the modern methods of strength and aerodynamic modeling to 

improve the existing solutions. The new stage and two-tier cylinder based on it 

will serve as an alternative solution for improvement of LP cylinder capacity. 

 

2 Construction of the two-tier stage on the basis of fork rotor 

blades 

 
With respect to disadvantages of two-tier stages of Bauman, Schellens and 

Clark there was a new two-tier stage developed which, as well as traditional ones, 

consists of two main elements – nozzle and impeller, and they contain the key 

differences. 

Two-tier nozzle set of the new stage is depicted in Figure 4. Parts of the 

diaphragm separated with the intertie ring are streamlined by the flow 

independently. In connection with this profiles of upper and lower tier of nozzle 

ring have different structure. Main differences are represented by the outlet angle, 

spacing and chord. Big values of chord for upper tier blades of nozzle two-tier 

diaphragm on one hand preserve optimal value relative to the spacing in radial 

direction and on the other hand provide big stiffness of the structure close to the 

point of fastening into the housing boring, namely diaphragm outer plating. In 

connection with that the two-tier stage diaphragm is reasonable to be 

manufactured with one and the same number of profiles in both tiers.  

Opposed to rotor blades nozzle blades are affected only to the force impact 

from the flow and in these conditions it is much easier to provide the sufficient 

degree of reliability. For nozzle ring there were done one-dimensional evaluations 

of acting voltages that showed that in order to provide the sufficient degree of 

strength nozzle blade chord of upper tier should be not smaller than 160 mm. As a  
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material for diaphragm manufacturing it is proposed to use steels with addition of  

chrome as alloy element (St 20Х13).The developed fork blade of the two-tier 

stage is depicted in Figure 5. The blade is designed as a single undismountable 

construction separated into two parts with a cross baffle on the upper surface of 

which two blades of the upper tier are located. Similar to the nozzle ring in the 

impeller upper and lower tiers are not connected with each other from the 

aerodynamics prospective that allows, first, to optimize the shape of profiles 

according to the flow mode observed in different parts of the blade and, second, 

for the stage in general with respect to the presence of tier sealing to choose the 

value of reaction that provides optimal outlet angles. 

 

 

 

 
 

Fig. 4: LP cylinder two-tier blade 

 

 

 

If the two-tier blade is done with the equal number of profiles in both tiers and 

keep the optimal spacing ratio (≈1.4), then the airfoil chord at the circumference 

will appear to be pretty big, about 380-400 mm, that leads to small values of 

relative height. To reduce chord when is constant it is reasonable to increase a 

number of profiles in the upper tier. To provide simplicity of the construction the 

number of profiles in the upper tier should be multiple of the number of the lower 

tier. Two options were considered: with two and with three profiles at the top. 

Using three profiles the break line between the neighbor blades is complex 

(Figure 6), with broken shape, while two profiles allow us to have a straight line 

of separation. Due to the technological simplicity the second option depicted in 

Figure 5 was chosen as baseline. 
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Fig. 5: Two-tier “fork” blade 

 

 

 
 

Fig. 6: Two-tier blade with three profiles 
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Fork blade is fastened in the rotor with the help of fir-tree root with variable 

length in radial axis that having trapezium shape in cross section provides equal 

strength along the whole height. The root has six teeth with end insert to the disk 

groove under an angle to the turbine axis that increases contact surface and 

decreases the stress both in the disk and root. Top view to the two-tier blade is 

depicted in Figure 7 on which we can see that the angle between the central line of 

the root and turbine axis is ≈ 25°, and contact line of neighbor blades along the 

separation baffle is ≈ 52° with the cylinder axis. 

As for blades of both lower and upper tier the parameter of reverse divergence 

Θ = davg / l < 10, then to provide optimal parameters (inlet and outlet angle, 

distance etc.) along the path height the blades should be curved. Blades were 

profiled by three sections. General length of two-tier blade in the penultimate 

stage is 1155 mm. Height of the lower tier blade trailing edge is 701 mm, and 

height of the upper tier blade is 434 mm. Root and peripheral chords of the lower 

tier equal to 250 mm and 360 mm correspondingly. For upper tier profiles chord 

does not change so much, value at the root is 130 mm and at the periphery is 185 

mm. For illustration purposes in Figure 8 there is depicted impeller combined of 

fork two-tier blades both with peripherical shroud ring and without it. 

 

 

 
 

 

Fig. 7: Two-tier blade, top view 
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a b 

 

Fig. 8: Bladed disk of the penultimate stage of the two-tier LP cylinder 

a – without shroud ring, b – with shroud ring 

 

3 Profiling and computation modeling of the flow in paths of 

two-tier blade 
 

Creation of profiles and testing of their efficiency with the help of numerical 

modeling is implemented with the same methods as for blades of traditional steam 

turbines cylinders. Profiling was done on three sections that are shown in Figure 9 

together with the resultant shape of blade airfoil. 

Optimization of profile shape was implemented with the application of 

numeric methods through the built-in Axcent CFD-module, where numerical 

solution of equations RANS (Reynolds-averaged Navier-Stokes) happens. During 

solution a multi-block solver was used. Second order discretization of equations 

provides sufficient accuracy of the obtained solution. There was used a 

widespread model k-e of turbulence with scaled wall function. In the process 

optimization it was required to fulfill great (more than 15) amount of variant 

calculations. It was rational to use structured reference grids which allow to obtain 

correct data with small (100-400 thousand) amount of cells. The example of 

reference grid for lower tier cascade is depicted in Figure 10.  

Aerodynamic independence of tiers allows to pick optimal parameters of blade 

air foil. Upper tier is designed with higher degree of reaction and higher value of 

the parameter u / cf than lower tier. Distribution of these parameters along the 

cascade height is depicted in Figure 11. From the figures we may see that average 

value of u / cf for the lower tier equals to 0.74, while for the upper one it is u / cf = 

0.78, that falls within the range of optimal values of u / cf for highly reactional 

stages (0.6-0.78). 
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a b 

Fig. 9: Profiles and 3-dimensional models of a – lower tier blades,  

b – upper tier blades of the penultimate stage of two-tier LP cylinder 

 

 
 

Fig. 10: Reference grid for lower tier cascade 

 

  

a b 

Fig. 11: Distribution of u / cf, reaction ρ, and blade efficiency rate ηоb along the 

height of the а – lower tier cascade, b – upper tier cascade 
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The calculations that have been done allowed us to obtain the picture of flow 

in the blade channel in all sections of the blade. For the middle section of the 

lower tier the flow structure is depicted in Figure 12а by a relative velocity vector. 

The flow at the middle diameter of the upper tier is depicted in Figure 12b, where 

presented velocity vectors in channels of nozzle and operation ring painted by 

Mach number. From these figures we can see that the flow on the medium 

diameter of the lower tier is near sonic (sound velocity is about 450 m/s and 

maximum velocity in the area of the profile back in the wedge cut of the cascade 

reaches 440 m/s, and in the channel of the upper tier the flow have supersonic 

velocity (Mach number equals to 1.5). Peculiarities of the flow mode are 

embodied in profiles shape – profile back in the area of wedge cut for supersonic 

profiles is done straight in order to reduce wave losses. 

 The results of 3-dimensional calculations showed high aerodynamic 

exemplarity of the obtained profiles. Coefficients of profile losses are 3.7% for 

lower and 2.9% for upper tier. With respect to all additional losses the internal 

relative efficiency ratio of the lower tier penultimate stage is 87.6%, and upper 

tier penultimate stage 77% (with respect to losses with the outlet speed). 

Consequently the fork structure of two-tier stage provided correct profiling has 

high values of efficiency comparable to values of stages in conventional LP 

cylinders. 

 

  

a b 

  

Fig. 12: Distribution of velocity vectors for  

а – lower tier blade, b – rotor blade and nozzle blade of the upper tier  

 

 

The results of 3-dimensional calculations showed high aerodynamic 

exemplarity of the obtained profiles. Coefficients of profile losses are 3.7% for 

lower and 2.9% for upper tier. With respect to all additional losses the internal 

relative efficiency ratio of the lower tier penultimate stage is 87.6%, and upper 

tier penultimate stage 77% (with respect to losses with the outlet speed). 

Consequently the fork structure of two-tier stage provided correct profiling has 

high values of efficiency comparable to values of stages in conventional LP 

cylinders. 
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4 Strength calculation results for the two-tier rotor blade 
 

As it was previously mentioned, aerodynamic efficiency of two-tier rotor 

should correspond the blade strength properties providing its operability. The 

research of blade strength condition was made with the use of software suite 

ANSYS, designed for calculations of steel structures by the method of finite 

element analysis. In the model 10-unit tetrahedral finite elements were used. For 

blade airfoil area the minimal size of the element was assumed equal to 10 mm, in 

the area of supposed stress concentrator this size decreased to 1 mm. Total 

of finite elements for one blade – 89537, and number of units – 149933. For 

consideration of interaction of neighbor blades the whole impeller is modelled, the 

intertie ring is considered to be solid. 

Usually blades of LP cylinder stages for most part of steam turbines are made 

chromium stainless steels (12Х13, 20Х13). Calculations showed that if the 

blade of the most loaded impeller – penultimate stage impeller – are made of 

stainless steel 20Х13 with the stress limit σv = 710 MPa, then the stresses in 

dangerous sections of the blade may reach 600-650 MPa (Figure 13). So it is 

required to change for more light and tenacious alloys, e.g. titanium. When 

manufacturing the impeller of titanium of mark ВТ – 6, which has the stress limit 

=1200 MPa, then the stresses in dangerous sections of root section and intertie 

ring are only 400-450 MPa (Figure 14), that provides almost threefold of strength.  

 

 

 
 

 

Fig. 13: Distribution of stresses of the two-tier impeller in case of blades made of 

steel 20Х13 
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Fig. 14: Distribution of stresses of the two-tier impeller in case of blades made of 

titanium ВТ – 6 

 

Special attention during development of two-tier blade was paid to optimization 

of the intertie ring thickness. On one hand increase of radial size of the ring will 

improve its strength, but on the other hand the weight of the structure will increase 

and stress in root sections of blade will also increase. As calculations showed the 

optimal thickness of the ring is 20 mm. In this case the stress in it does not exceed 

400-600 MPa, it is depicted in Figure 15. 

 

 
 

Fig. 15: Distribution of stresses on the intertie ring of two-tier rotor blade 
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After all the reliability of the blade in many ways defines the vibration behavior, 

thus calculations were made to define its own oscillation frequency. Two-tier rotor 

blade resonant frequency are depicted in the Campbell diagram (Figure 16).  

 

 
 

Fig. 16: Campbell diagram for two-tier rotor blade of the penultimate stage. 

k – half-lines representing the connection of forcing frequencies from frequency 

component with different degree, f – dynamic frequency curves 

 

Half-lines (k = 1, 2, 3…) coming out of the origin are basically the dependence 

of exciting forces from harmonics of different repetition factor. Abscissa of the 

points where half-lines cross dynamic frequency curves corresponds resonant 

revolution responses. Norms of the required margin between operational and 

resonant frequency to provide reliable operation of blades and actual margin of 

resonant frequency with different repetition factor are depicted in Table 1. 

 

Table 1– Correlation of the required and actual margin of free running frequency 

compared to the frequency of exciting forces with the repetition factor 2-6 

 

Repetition factor k 2 3 4 5 6 

Required margin, % 10 7 6 5 4 

Actual margin, %

 

20 8 34 50 58 

 

 

Closer to the operational frequency is the resonant revolution number with 

repetition factor 3, equal to 46 Hz. The difference between operational and resonant 

frequencies falls within the limit not lower than the required margin (Table 1), 

consequently we may conclude that vibrational reliability of the two-tier rotor blade 

is provided on good level. 
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5 Possible manufacturing technology of new fork blades and cost 

estimation 
 

Blade manufacturing begins with creation of the workpiece. There are three 

methods possible: rolled section, hot forging and isothermal forging. Each method 

is characterized with two main parameters: coefficient of the material used and 

accuracy. Higher values of these indications are peculiar for hot forging and 

isothermal forging (3-dimensional model of the workpiece is depicted in Figure 

17). 

 

 
 

Fig. 17: Model of two-tier rotor blade workpiece manufactured by hot forging 

with the jointing plane 

 

Increase of workpiece accuracy implies reduce of mechanical processing that 

has been reflected in the processing routing shown in Table 2. It should be noted 

that these methods of processing are not only possible options. 

 

Table 2 – Processing routing depending on type of workpiece 

 

 Route 1 Route 2 Route 3 

1 Rolled section Hot forging Isothermal forging 

2 Abrasive machining Heavy milling 
Preliminary and final 

machining 

3 
Premilling and final 

milling 

Premilling and final 

milling 
Polishing 

4 
Pregrinding and final 

grinding 

Pregrinding and final 

grinding 
– 

5 Polishing Polishing – 

 

In general case using the modern equipment, first two stages of processing 

possible to be done on one station (multipurpose processing center with 

computerized numeric control). The complex profile in this case is made by 

relative motion of the tool and the workpiece according to the work program. 

Final grinding and finishing are simplified with usage of computerized numeric  
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control systems and means of direct control. In some cases to increase the 

accuracy and productivity it worth designing a fashion circle for plunge grinding. 

According to preliminary cost (Table 3) estimation the cost of LP cylinder 

fork blade depending on the workpiece amounts from USD 6000 to 50000 (lower 

price corresponds the bigger number of parts in the lot, and higher price – 

manufacturing of one of a kind workpiece). 

  

Table 3 – Preliminary cost estimation of blade manufacturing 

 

Workpiece Part cost, $ Impeller cost, $ 

Rolled section 33 562- 47 000 1 510 290-2 115 000 

Hot forging with normal 

accuracy 
11 686-16 400 525 852-738 000 

Isothermal forging 5 882-8 240 264 690-370 800 

 

 

Thus, manufacturing of this highly engineered product is possible for 

implementation now with use of known manufacturing method with acceptable 

costs. 

 

6 Conclusions 
 

Based on strength and aerodynamic 3-dimensional calculations new design of 

two-tier fork blade was developed, it combines high indications of aerodynamic 

efficiency of the stage, with internal relative efficiency rate of 87.6% for upper 

tier and 77% for lower one with respect to all losses including losses of the outlet 

velocity that allows to reach integrated efficiency rate for LP cylinder of 87.1%. 

However, the proposed construction provides high reliability degree – safety 

coefficient of two-tier last stage rotor blade is higher than 2.8, that equals the level 

of acting norms. Manufacturing of such blades is possible due to usage of wide 

used nowadays methods, the cost of blades depend very much on series 

production. 

Two-tier LP cylinders based on fork blades may serve as a reasonable 

alternative to LP cylinders with long last blades. 
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